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WHAT?

Innovate, Collaborate, Connect

WE INTRODUCE NEW IDEAS & TECHNOLOGIES IN THE VRT 
MEDIA ECOSYSTEM BY ORGANIZING INNOVATIVE

COLLABORATIONS WITH START-UPS AND ENTREPRENEURS.
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VRT Sandbox

START-UPS INTRAPRE-
NEURSHIP

VIDEO SNACKBAR

Connecting&
collaborating
withstartups
outside VRT

Platform for
intrapreneurs to

experiment

Connectingweb 
creatives withnew 
video technology

SANDBOX HUB

European network
of media innovation

accelerators

VRT innovation
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matchmaking
collaboration
dissemination

networking

Vrt sandbox
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MATCHMAKING PROJECT DISSEM

MATCHMAKING PROJECT DISSEM

EVERY 6 MONTHS 

VRT Sandbox SESSIONS

+ -

100 cases in 

4 years





Working on right now

Live Weather views
IP timelapse weather 

camera system

Selma.AI
Data driven targetting in 

newsletters

blockchain
Analyse the

declarationof music
rights

Detecting fake news

trendolizer Media dIstillery
Artificial intelligence for video 

understanding

MUUSe labs
Jukebox for children

witha visual
impairment
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efficient productionprocess in 
anever digitizingworldeasier
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What’s in there for the producer?

Making the search for a better
efficient productionprocess in 
anever digitizingworldeasier

andmore understandable

Workingwithprofessional 
creative anddigital profiles to

continue tostimulate innovation

access to VRT or broadcaster
content and tools

access tot internal and 
external network

events 
& visibility 
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Sandbox hub

European network of sandboxes
Facilitating startups to scale to europe

Sharing experiences & expertise



Creating a European network 
of Media Innovation 
Accelerators



● Project Live Weather Views (Australia) – VRT Sandbox (02/2018)

● NMA’s Mediamatch event in Hamburg (03/2018)
Pitch: 3 VRT Sandbox startups + 1 France TV startup

● Pitch Tinkerlist at France TV & YLE (03/2018)

● Pitch EzyInsights at EPFL/EBU event (03/2018)

● NMA’s Mediamatch event in New York (06/2018)
Kiswe & Reality matters: 2/10

First results (start hub 01/2018)



Join us!



Vrt sandbox
Innovate, Collaborate, Connect

SARAH GEEROMS
SARAH.GEEROMS@VRT.BE

KRIS PEETERS
KRIS.PEETERS@VRT.BE

@vrtsandbox VRT Sandbox VRT Sandbox
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